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About This Content

Adventure Time: Artifact Checking expands the story of the original game with a brand new episode starring Marceline the
Vampire Queen!

• Play through an all new side story that parallels the events of “Everything Must Go!”
• Use Marceline’s unique Vampire abilities to tackle dozens of new puzzles.

• Visit new characters and locations, like the deliciously spectacular Wildberry Kingdom.
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Title: Adventure Time: Artifact Checking
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Vicious Cycle Software
Publisher:
Little Orbit
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3, Windows Vista SP1, Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 Ghz Dual core CPU (any Core 2 Duo or AMD X2 or better)

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB Video Card using Shader Model 3 or higher (Performance equivalent to AMD Radeon 4350 or NVIDIA
GeForce 7900)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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adventure time artifact checking walkthrough. adventure time finn and jake investigations artifact checking. adventure time
artifact checking xbox one. adventure time finn and jake investigations artifact checking walkthrough. adventure time artifact
checking

A fun indie game that was done well >:). RUb my♥♥♥♥♥♥. Extremely bland game, with loads of technical issues even for
such a simple concept. The game is basically "upgrade your pick" simulator, because that's basically what you can do in the
game. Issued a refund. I can think of better uses for my 1,79€.. I am rather neutral about this game. I didn't like nor dislike it.
The story is rather absent, since about all the story you get is in the description on the home page. I really wished there had been
more dialogue in quest mode, perhaps between games. You play through each season. The games are a click happy. You keep
on clicking, they keep on falling. First I tried being smart then realized.. just click.

I bought this game on sale in a Season Match series bundle. I do think it's worth the sale price, not the full one. I do recommend
for casual play.

Pros:
Good graphics and art work.
Fast Pace
6-8 Hours’ worth of Play
Achievable Achievements
Easy on the ears music

Cons:
Lack of Story and Oomph
Very repetitive in a not so fun way
. How to milk everyone
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Very unusual roguelike game. No need to know any math or geometry before you start to play it, but you learn some stuff while
playing it :D Awesome educational experience ;)

My video stream: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k3PQc6ulFdk. Yes, I had a lot of fun with this game 15 years ago! Bust-A-
Move improved! Gameplay hotseat, vs CPU and single player campaign are great!

Warning!
THE GAME DOESN'T WORK COMPLETELY - IT CRASHES.

Try to play the Single Player campaign, and go north after the tutorial. When you finish a game of snake and collect some stars
that are falling from the skies it crashes the game. ALWAYS. I tried contacting Team17 about this, they ignored my ticket. I
have tried it after a clean Windows installation and even on other's PC's. Still crashes. I'd like this game to work

This is why I don't recommend it. Plus the €7,99 is rediculous for this game. If it had new functions like HD functionality,
multiplayer, level editor, etc etc. It might be worth the € 7,99. But they didn't even change a bit of this game. It's the EXACT
same version as the original.. I started playing this game thinking it was Talos Principle clone with an annoying Portal 2
voiceover.

However after completing it, I prefer this voice over Portal.

Some unique gameplay mechanics and not at all like Talos.
Great music (some of it Blade Runner #1 esque)
Excellent graphics, excepting the occasional DOF and lighting issues.

While voices are triggered at sections, if you move through quickly, they do tend to overlap.
The credits screen is pretty crappy.

All in all, a great indie game, and I'd like to see more of the same from this developer.

Highly Recommended!. Great game. Can't recommend it enough.. Great game. Has more of an emphasis on exploration and
combat rather than survival. No hunger to worry about. A bit on the easy side so far, but a lot fun :). Didn't get anything, no
crafting receipt, no items in trunks etc. waste of money.. Gameplay\/review (8 min): 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=58myxy8LEIc
Awesome game but with some flaws. If you like zombie games (like I do) then you will most likely find it enjoyable. The first
few waves were way too easy for me so that made it a bit boring at first. But as soon zombies started to appear more frequently
it immediately got more exciting.

The weapons must be realistically reloaded and that adds an extra challenge. It's great because otherwise it would simply get too
easy and boring.

I've played it for over an hour now and only experienced two bugs and neither of them caused any major issues. To me that's
very impressive seeing as this is still an early release.

Right now I think it's a bit overpriced for the experience which I had (but not by a lot). It seems a little to basic at the moment
and doesn't offer much of variation in terms of gamemodes or similar. But, seeing as this is an early release and that the
developers have promised more features it won't affect my final verdict too much.

As a whole I enjoyed the game and do recommend it to anyone else who like wave shooters and zombies.. Do not buy
this game. It may look fun but the multiplayer is only availabe for a few hours per day.

This shouldn't even say it has multiplayer if it's only availble for a few hours a day.. Good seek and find game.

Pros:
- Lots of objects to search through.
- Lots of puzzles to complete.
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- Nice selection of puzzles in addition to the seek and finds.

Cons:
- A little more story than I would like compared to the amount of game play.
- Too much looking for objects you've already looked for.
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